Abstract-Many disturbances can occur during the execution of a manufacturing scheduling process. To cope with this drawback, flexible solutions are proposed based on the offline and the online phase of the schedule. Groups of permutable operations is one of the most studied flexible scheduling methods bringing flexibility as well as quality to a schedule. The online phase of this method is based on a human-machine system allowing to choose in real-time one schedule from a set of schedules that fits best the real state of the system. In this paper, we propose and evaluate a new criterion called the best-case in order to be used in real-time during the online phase of the groups of permutable operations. This criterion offers an optimal or near-optimal solution from a set of solutions. The usefulness of this criterion is showed using a comparative review with two other criteria on a benchmark instances using the maximum tardiness objective.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the manufacturing job shop scheduling problem where a set of operations has to be scheduled on a set of machines without preemption. We have n jobs J 1 , J 2 , ..., J n to be processed on m machines M 1 , M 2 , ..., M m , each machine can treat only one operation at a time. Job i consists of n i operations. Associated with every operation O i : a machine allocation μ i , a starting time t i , a release date r i , a processing time p i , a due date d i and a completion time C i . Γ − i and Γ + i denote respectively the predecessor and the successor of a given operation. Generally, the job shop problem uses a regular objective function f that is a non decreasing function of the C i . In this work, we focus on the maximum tardiness objective T max = max i∈{0..n} ( 
During the scheduling process, two phases are considered; the of f line phase, called also the predictive phase, where a static schedule is generated based on the available information. Then, this schedule will be established in real-time during the online phase (reactive phase) of the scheduling process.
Unfortunately, manufacturing systems are not so deterministic. They usually operate in highly dynamic and uncertain environments where many disturbances may occur, like arrival of new jobs, machine breakdown, variation of processing time, etc. [1, 2, 3] . Even that real problems are dynamic and nondeterministic in nature, most of the solutions in the literature use static and deterministic models [4] . [5, 6, 7, 8] are among who first considered the scheduling problem under uncertainties. Several scheduling solutions has been proposed under various names: proactive scheduling, real-time scheduling, predictive-reactive scheduling, proactive-reactive scheduling [2] .
In this paper, we tackle the Groups of Permutable Operations method (GoPO) also called group sequence. This method is one of the most studied scheduling method to cope with the perturbations of the shop [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] .
This method was created at the LAAS-CNRS laboratory of Toulouse [10] . The goal of this method is to provide during the predictive phase a sequential flexibility characterizing a set of schedules allowing the operator to choose during the reactive phase one schedule which fits best to the real state of the shop. This method has an interesting property; It can guarantee a minimal quality corresponding to the worst-case (worst possible schedule). This evaluation of the worst-case can be computed using a polynomial time algorithm [17] . Thus, it can be used as a decision criterion during the reactive phase of GoPO.
The literature review has primarily focused on the worstcase performance as to be used during the reactive phase of GoPO. In this paper, we are interested in the use of the best-case criterion. This best-case represents the best possible permutation in GoPO leading to the best final schedule for a given objective. The calculation of this final schedule is based on adapted lower bounds measuring the best completion time of operations and groups in a GoPO schedule [18] . This evaluation can be done in real-time and thus can be used during the reactive phase of GoPO.
In this paper, we have proposed a comparative study of the usefulness of the best-case criterion regarding the worst-case criterion and the free sequential margin criterion introduced by [19] . For the experimental protocol, we have developed a new branching algorithm using these criteria. This algorithm plays the role of a human in taking the decisions of a GoPO schedule.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in section 2, the offline phase of GoPO is described in detail. Next, in section 3 and section 4, the reactive phase of GoPO is developed using a branching algorithm for the three criteria. section 5 is devoted to the experiment study. Finally, main conclusions are summarized in section 6. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Table I presents a job shop problem with three machines and three jobs, while Fig. 1 presents a feasible GoPO solving this problem. This GoPO is made of seven groups: two groups of two operations and five groups of one operation. The execution of this GoPO during the online phase consists in choosing a particular schedule among the different possibilities described by GoPO.
III. ONLINE PHASE OF GOPO
The reactive phase of GoPO needs the intervention of a human, named the operator, who chooses during the execution of a GoPO solution, the order of operations to be executed in each group of permutable operations. This phase can be viewed as a sequence of decisions: each decision consists in choosing an operation to execute in a group when this group is composed of two or more operations. For instance, for the solution described on Fig. 1 , there are two decisions to be taken: on M 1 , at the beginning of the scheduling, either operation O 1 or O 7 has to be executed. Let us suppose that the decision taken is to schedule O 1 before O 7 . There is another decision to be taken on M 2 : scheduling operation O 5 or O 8 first, so at the end we have four different semi-active schedules shown in Fig. 2 . Note that these schedules do not always have the same performance:
The decision of ordering the operations in each group can be freely chosen in order to fit best the real state of the shop taking into account the perturbations. To help taking these decisions, different criteria may be offered to the operator. These criteria are described bellow:
A. Free sequential margin criteria
To evaluate the tardiness, [19] present an adaptation of the free margin to GoPO. This measure computes for an operation according to its earliest execution, the maximum tardiness which ensures that all schedules enumerated in GoPO will present no tardiness. Moreover, choosing the operation with the highest free sequential margin in a group may permit to increase the margins of the other operations of the group, and thus enable to preserve the flexibility of the schedule. The free sequential margin of an operation has two components, the operations net margin, which is related to the operation itself regardless the other operations of the group, and the operations group margin, which is related to the other operations of the group.
During the reactive phase, several situations may occur:
• All the free sequential margins of the current group are positive, in that case whatever the chosen operation, the schedules will present no tardiness.
• There is one or several (but not all) operations in the group which present negative (or zero) free sequential margin. In that case, there may be schedules with tardiness, especially those beginning with an operation with a negative free sequential margin and [9] recommends executing operations with large free sequential margins in order to increase the negative margins, trying to make them become positive.
• All the operations of the group have negative (or zero) free sequential margins. In that case, there will be schedules with tardiness whatever the chosen operation, but it is also possible to have schedules with no tardiness.
Thus, the free sequential margin is a precious criterion to choose in real-time an operation during the reactive phase. But the major drawback of this criterion is that it does not permit to know if there is a schedule with no tardiness in case of one or several (but not all) negative free sequential margin(s) in a group.
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B. Worst-case criteria
The quality of GoPO schedule is measured as the quality of the worst semi-active schedule found in GoPO. This value is calculated in polynomial time using the latest completion time of operations and groups. The maximum value of these latest completion times leads to the worst possible permutation for a min-max regular objective function like the makespan and the maximum tardiness objective [17, 20] . Thus, it is possible to use the worst-case criterion in real-time during the reactive phase of GoPO. The main drawback of this criterion is that it does not permit to know which operation is closest to the optimal or near-optimal solution.
C. Best-case criteria
We have proposed and implemented the criterion of the best-case evaluation for measuring the quality of GoPO. The problem of the best-case quality consists of finding the best possible permutation leading to the optimal schedule for a regular objective. This evaluation is an NP-Hard optimization problem that can be seen as a partial-solved scheduling problem. Tight lower bounds for the job shop scheduling problem have been proposed, the algorithm is described in [18, 21] . Using this best-case evaluation during the reactive phase of GoPO should be of good interest for different reasons:
• It permits to know, during the execution of the GoPO solution the next optimal operation to be chosen in each group of permutable operations.
• It also permits to know, if there is at least no schedule in GoPO that has no late jobs.
• Associated with the worst-case value, it permits to better represent the quality of GoPO. This quality can be measured by a range of all possible performances [Z worst ...Z best ], Z worst and Z best denote respectively the worst-case performance and the best-case performance for a scheduling objective.
Our main objective in this paper, is to evaluate the usefulness of the best-case criteria during the reactive phase of GoPO.
IV. REACTIVE ALGORITHM USING THE BEST-CASE
In quantifying the performance of our proposed criterion (best-case) during the reactive phase of GoPO, we proposed a branching algorithm playing the role of an operator and sequencing the operations using the best-case criteria; For each group, a decision is made by selecting the operation having the minimum lower bound for the best case (best−case(O i )). The process of this algorithm (LB BA best − case) is described bellow ; {g m,k , g m ,k , ...g m ,k }; (g m,k is a group containing more than one operation) LB best − case := maximumvalue;
end Algorithm 1: BA best − case for the reactive phase of GoPO
As an illustration of the algorithm, let us enumerate all the groups of our job shop GoPO example.
The branching procedure is executed on the first group of the list g 1,1 :
• LB best−case(O 1 ) = 0 and LB best−case(O 7 ) = 2) (using [18] ).
• Remove O 1 from the group and update LB best − case = Min(0, 2) = 0
• The current group contains only O 7 and is removed from the list.
Then the branching procedure is executed on the second group of the list g 3,1 :
• LB best−case(O 5 ) = 0 and LB best−case(O 8 ) = 3
• Remove O 5 from the group
• The current last group contains only O 8 and is removed from the list.
At the end of the reactive phase, we have an optimal schedule ( Fig. 2.a) with no tardiness.
Similarly to BA best − case, two new branching algorithms using the worst-case BA worst − case and the free sequential margin BA free − seq − margin criteria are generated; For BA worst − case, the operation having the minimum worst-case value is chosen to be executed first. And for BA free − seq − margin, the operation having the maximum free sequential margin is chosen to be executed first.
V. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we assess the relative importance of the three algorithms to their overall performances on a well-known job shop instances. La01  31  150  132  0  La02  32  111  0  0  La03  35  297  122  0  La04  36  14  21  0  La05  35  105  74  0  La06  56  136  129  0  La07  58  218  154  0  La08  59  405  197  0  La09  59  137  78  0  La10  56  139  121  0  La11  80  117  112  0  La12  79  343  210  0  La13  82  383 
A. Protocol of the experiment
We took a set of benchmark instances called la01 to la40 from [22] with a well-known optimal solutions for the makespan objective [14, 23, 24] . These instances are widely used in the job shop literature. These are classical job shop composed of 40 instances of different sizes (5 instances for each size).
For each instance, we generate GoPO schedule with high flexibility. For the generation of GoPO schedules, we used a greedy algorithm that merged two successive groups according to different criteria until no group merging is possible. The greedy algorithm is described in [14] .
For each problem type, we compare the schedule obtained by the three algorithms BA worst − case, BA free − seq − margin and BA best − case. These algorithms are compared in terms of the maximum tardiness objective value.
B. Results and discussion
The results of these experiments are exposed on table II . For each instance, we give the number of decisions (NB Dec) and the GAP tardiness between the final schedule and the best solution found using the three algorithms (BA worst − case, BA free − seq − margin and BA best − case).
The data presented in table II show that BA best − case dominates all the instances compared to seventeen instances for BA free−seq−margin and nine instances for BA worst− case. The total performance of BA free − seq − margin overpass almost five times the performance of BA worst − case.
It is obviously that the worst-case criterion gave the worst performance over the other algorithms. Overall, this is not that surprising in light of what is expected; This criterion is more effective in controlling the performance of the final schedule than guaranteeing an optimal or near-optimal final schedule. However, it can be concluded that using the worstcase criterion alone lead the operator to prioritize lower quality solutions over the good ones.
The free sequential margin criterion has been shown to be effective for almost half of the experiment instances. But it is proven from the result that this criterion is myopic; because it focuses only on the current group to choose the next operation to execute, and neglect the future decisions on the other groups. In case of two positive margin in a current decision, this criterion does not permit to know which one is the optimal decision contrarily to the best-case criterion. The major drawback of this criterion compared to the others, is that it can be used only on tardiness or latest objectives. It can be suggested from this result that this criterion should be better integrated with the best-case criterion to get closer to the optimal or near-optimal solution.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, we study the efficiency of the best-case criterion. This criterion can be used during the execution of GoPO, the evaluation must be done in real-time. The computation of this criterion is based on an adapted proposed lower bounds using the maximum tardiness objective. These lower bounds are calculated at each event of the manufacturing system where the state of GoPO should be updated, and then, every decision should be evaluated: for all operations in the groups to be executed, three criteria are offered for taking better decisions.
We demonstrated the benefits of the proposed criterion on a well-known job shop benchmark instances. The comparative result shows clearly that the best-case criterion exhibits better performance than the worst-case and the free sequential margin criteria.
For further research, the proposed criteria should be implemented in a real decision-aid system involving the human temper factor in order to confirm and extend the theoretical results.
